Introduction
Understanding of human behaviour has long been and still is thoroughly studied by researches in various contexts, such as medical applications, emotions analysis, robotics, etc. In the same respect human behaviour has been recently applied in several biometric applications with quite impressive results.
Related Work
A recent tendency in the field of biometrics deals with the exploration of more natural ways for recognition of individuals. Similarly to the inborn techniques that humans utilize in order to recognize each other, behavioural biometrics lay focus on the matching of dynamic patterns of movements. In other words, they are meant to recognize dynamic features by exploiting the activity-related inter-variations among subjects, rather than static biometric features, in order to identify/authenticate individuals [1] .
It becomes evident that behavioral biometrics are related to specific actions and to the way that each person executes them and stand as an extension of common static, physical biometrics, such as fingerprint or iris [5] , etc. Although they are the newest technology in biometrics and they have yet to be researched in detail, significant studies have already been carried out. Specifically, recent work and efforts on human recognition have shown that the human behavior (i.e. facial and key-stroke dynamics) and motion (i.e. human body shape dynamics during gait [3] ), when considering activity-related signals, provide significant potential towards unobtrusive, continuous user authentication. In the same context patterns have been explored in terms of their authentication capacity and impressive authentication performance has been exhibited.
The major advantage of behavioural biometrics, compared to the classical biometrics, is that they can potentially allow the non-stop (on-the-move) authentication or even identification in an unobtrusive and transparent manner to the subject and thus, they can easily be integrated in an Ambient Intelligence environment (AmI). Despite being considered less reliable than physiological biometrics, behavioural biometrics are less obtrusive and simpler to implement [5] , while they can provide performance when used in multimodal biometric systems.
The concept of behavioural biometric authentication can find interesting applications in various gaming scenarios. In particular, behavioural biometrics have the potential enhance gaming with user-specific profiles in a transparent way, contrary to old fashioned methods that require usernames and passwords. Moreover, actual user physiological and habitual characteristics can be passed to the virtual game environment, (i.e. in order to create user-specific avatars). Last but not least, specific components of a behavioural biometric system can be used to augment the unobtrusive human-machine interaction [7] .
Motivation
Motivated by the promising authentication performance of the aforementioned activity-related biometrics, a challenging concept of behavioural traits is studied within the current work. Specifically, it is attempted to identify a user in terms of his behavioural way of interacting with objects in his/her vicinity. It is believed that one's movements are highly dependent on the physiology and the restrictions imposed by the body, as well as on the habitual way of executing specific movements. This claim is theoretically supported by the works of Goodman et al. [4] and Rosenbaum et al. [8] , etc., whereby human body models have been defined, in order to study the principles that define reaching & grasping movements.
Moreover, the works presented in [1] and [2] have experimentally proved the aforementioned assumption. Namely, they have shown that regular activities that are performed regularly on a daily basis, have the authentication capacity to discriminate between different subjects. Within these works, motion trajectories have been used as user indicative traits, whereby efficient algorithms encoded the spatiotemporal information of the motion in order to classify the user as client or impostor. However, the use of raw trajectories for user authentication implies some weaknesses. Specifically, no invariance is provided regarding the viewing angle of the camera with the user. Moreover, only spatial information is encoded, regarding the user's movements, while the temporal characteristics (i.e. velocity, velocity distribution, etc.) of the movement are discarded. Lastly, dynamic anthropometric information, such as the relative position between head and the hand, is only indirectly implied.
In this respect, the current paper extends the work, presented in [1] , by proposing a novel descriptor based on Spherical Harmonics Analysis (SHA) (Section 3) for the activity-related biometric traits left by a user (Section 2). Although, this is not the first time that SHA is used for biometric purposes [9] , their utilization in the proposed framework proves to offer higher performance than previous methods. The extracted traits are analyzed on the basis of Spherical Harmonics, as shown in Section 3, while the results of the proposed method improve the state-of-art authentication performance, both in terms of recognition and environmental invariance.
System Overview
The proposed methodology consists of 4 steps in total. Initially, the user's head and hands are tracked, provided the frame sequence, that has been captured by a stereoscopic camera. The extracted motion trajectories are then preprocessed, so as to form a user-specific Activity Surface (AS), which is then analyzed in terms of multiplyreferenced Spherical Harmonics Coefficients (SHC). The claimed user's ID is restored from the database and each of the current SHC is compared with the corresponding stored ones by means of the L 1 -norm distance. In the end, the dissimilarity scores between each (probe-gallery) set of SHCs of the same reference are initially normalized and finally fused. The final score indicates whether the user should be characterized as a client/impostor to the system.
Automatic segmentation and tracking
The core of the proposed authentication system used on dynamic motion tracking (Figure 1f ) is described in [1] and is briefly described in the following so as to make the paper self-contained. The user's movements are recorded by a stereo camera and the raw captured images are processed, in order to track the users head and hands via the successive application of filtering masks on the captured image. Specifically, a skin-colour mask ( Figure 1a ) combined with a motion-mask (Figure 1d ) can provide the location of the palms, while the head can be accurately tracked via a combination of a head detection algorithm enhanced by a meanshift object tracking algorithm (Figure 1b) . Given the precalibrated set of CCD sensors mounted on the stereo camera, the real 3D information can be easily calculated first by performing disparity estimation (Figure 1c ) from the input stereoscopic image sequence and then by mapping the 2.5D information onto the 3D space. Lastly, a series of postprocessing algorithms applied on the raw tracked points, manage to extract smooth motion trajectories. 
Body Motion as biometric descriptor
Inspired by the field of geometry processing [6] , a novel approach is proposed within the current study, in order to extract view and rotation invariant behavioural features from the ongoing activity. Specifically, a user-specific surface has been generated from the motion trajectories for each activity. Then, analysis on Spherical Harmonics Basis have been performed on the extracted surfaces, as described in detail in the following subsections.
Surface representation of the activity
As described above, the information provided by the tracker consists of two trajectories depicting the user's head and hand positions during the performed activity. Based on this, a more efficient representation of the user's movements can be acquired by transforming a given set of trajectories to a spatiotemporal surface as follows: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is computed for each 3D trajectory sets per sequence, in order to reduce their dimensionality by one dimension, by rejecting the eigenvector with the lowest eigenvalue. Next, the 3-dimensional manifold trajectories is formed by including time as a 3 rd dimension. The new set of 3D spatiotemporal trajectories, which describes now the activity performed by the user as a function of time is indicatively illustrated in Figure 2 . This assumption bases on the observation that most prehension movements are carried out on 2 dimensions, while the residual dimension corresponds to negligible eigenvalues. The Activity Surface (AS) is then generated and is comprised by the union of all points that lie on the lines connecting the corresponding vertices of the head and hand trajectories. Geometrically, the surface is defined as the area within the spatial bounds of the head's and hand's trajectories in PCA-adjusted x and y axes and the temporal limits of the activity's duration (Figure 2 ). In this respect, a notion of the relative distance between the head and the hand during the ongoing activity is encoded in the geometrical representation, additionally to the information provided by the original shape of the motion trajectories. Moreover, a strong indication of the movements' velocity distribution and velocity absolute value are also provided within this representation, given that the movement's duration is mapped on a separate axis. Examples of graphical representations of extracted surfaces by various users can be found in Figure 3. 
Surface Preprocessing
The analysis of an Activity Surface by means of Spherical Harmonics (SH) requires some preprocessing of the existing data (Figure 2 ). In particular, the AS needs to be sampled with a constant sampling density d s in both its coronal and its transverse plane. Specifically, the extracted surface has to be transformed to a 1 − 1 function of the spherical coordinates θ and φ: r = f (θ, φ). At this point, the triangulation of the AS is performed. Thereafter follows the The second property that has to be carefully defined is the origin of the axes (RP), since this will also form the center (ρ, θ, φ) = (0, 0, 0) for the SH extraction. Given the limitation of the SH algorithm, that only one value of r can be assigned to a (θ, φ) pair, it is critical to select such an RP point in our coordinate system, that the minimum number of multiple intersections with the surface is guaranteed. Thus, the maximum surface information will be taken into account by the SH extraction. However, no special method is available for defining such an optimal origin point for any arbitrary AS, given the randomness of the way each user performs an activity. Thus, the extraction of SH bases from multiple reference points is proposed for the optimal description of the whole surface. In this respect, the noise that is inserted from the single-view SH coefficients extraction would be lifted from the other views. The reference points RP = {RP i |i ∈ [1, 7] } (Figure 4 (left) ), that have been selected are related to the surface's Center of Gravity (CoG) and thus, they are common for all users and invariant to any environmental differentiations (i.e. to the camera position). The cartesian coordinates of each RP i are given in Table 1 
%
Point No. X-location Y-location Z-location RP 1 CoG Y Z CoG XZ CoG XY RP 2 CoG Y Z CoG XZ max(AS z ) RP 3 CoG Y Z CoG XZ min(AS z ) RP 4 CoG Y Z max(AS y ) CoG XY RP 5 CoG Y Z min(AS y ) CoG XY RP 6 max(AS x ) CoG XZ CoG XY RP 7 min(AS x ) CoG XZ CoG XY
Feature Extraction
Once the Activity Surface has been triangulated and the reference point has been defined, the sampling of the surface with reference to the RP i is performed as shown in Figure 4 
2 )}, wherebyω stands for the triplet {x, y, t} converted to spherical coordinate system as {ρ, θ, φ}.
When a collision between the rotating vector and the AS is detected, an iterative algorithm is utilized, in order to optimize the estimation of the r(θ, φ) value for coarse triangles. In case of multiple r values for a given set of (θ, φ), the closest point with respect to the axis origin is kept:
is the k th intersection between the rotating vector and the surface for a given RP i , θ and φ. K is the total number of intersections in each direction, while d(X, Y ) is the euclidian distance between X and Y . The loss of information that occurs in such cases of surface's multiple intersections, is required for Spherical Harmonics analysis and is the main reason for using multiple reference points, so as to retrieve the rejected information.
Spherical Harmonics Signature
Similarly to the traditional Fourier analysis in a one-or two-dimensional spaces, Spherical Harmonics SH form a significant tool, defined on the surface of a sphere. In their general form, SH series are complex-valued with two arguments l ∈ N 0 and −l ≤ m ≤ l: (2) where l denotes the band index and N l m is a normalization coefficient. Hereby, the dependence of Spherical Harmonics (SH) on the associated Legendre polynomials P |m| l cos(θ) for the sin(φ) and cos(φ) becomes evident. The N m l normalization factor can be calculated by solving the following equation:
cos(θ)(cos(mφ) + isin(mφ))
whereby the orthogonality of the SH is concurrently proved. The superscript − denotes complex conjugation.
In this respect, N m l is derived as
Thus, given the orthonormalized harmonics (Equation 2), the expansion coefficients c m l for the given function f RPi (θ, φ) (Equation 1) can be obtained by multiplying the aforementioned equation by the complex conjugate of a spherical harmonic, integrating over the solid angle Ω, similarly to the regular Fourier analysis.
Prior to any comparison between the extracted gallery and probe spherical Harmonics values, a preprocessing step towards rotational invariance has to be performed. As it has already been mentioned, each spherical harmonic band c l consists of m coefficients. In order, to transform the extracted harmonics to rotational-and thus, view invariant indicators, the following normalization is applied:
whereby c * l the rotational invariant band coefficient and K l the number of spherical harmonics for the given band index l. The matching distance between two surfaces can then be found by calculating the distance in L 1 − norm between the corresponding SH coefficient vectors. When a user requests authentication, claiming a client's ID, the Spherical Harmonics Coefficients (SHC) for each reference point c * l are compared with the corresponding stored ones. The final score results from the score level fusion of each partial dissimilarity score, as described in Section 4.
Fusion
In order to provide an overall matching score result between the user requesting access and the corresponding claimed ID, based on the authentication performance of each unity surface, a fusion of these partial matching distances for each RP has to be performed. However, given the general structure of the extracted Activity Surface, it is expected that the authentication capacity is higher for some RP s than for some others (Section 5.1). Thus, the optimal fusion score, that would combine unequally amounts of information from each RP is defined as follows
whereby w j is the weight coefficient for each of the N RP s and S j the corresponding partial matching distance.
For the current biometric system, N = 7 and the values for each w j are defined according to the following equation:
where EER j stands for the Equal Error Rate score for the j th RP Spherical Harmonics Coefficients. Prior to any processing towards fusion, all scores have been normalized according to the z-normalization method:
whereby the mean value μ y and the variance σ y for each RP have been calculated separately.
At this point, it should be noted that that the estimation of the weights w j has been performed, based on different sessions of the database (Section 5), than the ones used for the evaluation of the authentication performance.
Results
The proposed methods have been evaluated on the proprietary ACTIBIO-dataset, given that to the authors knowledge there is no other public dataset appropriate for such an experiment. The current annotated database was captured in an ambient intelligence indoor environment and consists of 29 subjects, performing a series of everyday office activities, i.e. a phone conversation, typing, talking to a microphone panel, drinking water, etc., with no special protocol. Each subject has performed 8 repetitions in total, split in two sessions. Among the five cameras which have been recording each user from different angles, only the recordings from a frontal stereo camera have been used for the current work. Moreover, the presented results exclusively concern the phone-conversation scenario, Specifically, it has to be noted that the extracted trajectories refer to the picking up of the phone towards the ear and its placing back to the base. All frames in between have been manually discarded.
Authentication results
As it has already been mentioned, the performance of the proposed system improves the authentication capacity of the system presented in [1] . Specifically, the results, acquired by utilizing a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) as classifier [1] , exhibited an Equal Error Rate (EER) score of 15%. Within the current work, this outcome is further verified, by evaluating the authentication capacity of the raw trajectories by a different classifier, based on dynamic programming. Namely, the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm has been implemented and utilized for classifying the probe motion trajectories with respect to the gallery ones. In this case, the EER score has been found at 17.24%.
All reported results are summed in Table 2 , along with the authentication capacity for each of the proposed ref- erence points (RPs), that form the axis-origins for Spherical Harmonics Analysis. As it has been explained, the authentication performance of a single surface mapping with respect to its RP provides moderate authentication performance. However, the fusion of all these results is capable of authenticating a user with much higher robustness and confidence. The interpretation of this can be stated with the fact that although activity surfaces from different users may resemble from one point of view (RP), they will exhibit significant differentiations from almost any other RP. On the contrary, activity surfaces derived from same users would exhibit increased average similarity for all RPs. The reader can notice that the proposed surface descriptor is superior to the previously proposed methods, both in terms of authentication performance ( Figure 5 ), but also in terms of invariance, given that the spherical harmonics analysis is by definition rotationally invariant. This would mean that regardless of the camera's angle with respect to the user, the system would provide the same authentication robustness. The provided view-invariance stems directly from the inherent property of Spherical Harmonics Analysis for rotational invariance and is the main reason for improving the authentication performance.
Summary and conclusion
The demonstrated results indicate significant improvements to prior works and ignite further research in the field of unobtrusive biometrics that could include the encoding of more features, with high authentication capacity and enhanced environmental invariance, in multidimensional surfaces. As it has already been mentioned, the current behavioural biometrics approach does not exhibit substantial authentication performance, especially when compared to classical static biometric traits. Some of the reasons may include the challenging nature of the current database or the noise inserted by the proposed tracker. However, there is high potential for improving the authentication performance either by integrating the current approach in a multimodal system, and thus, triggering other modalities such as gait or facial recognition, or by forcing continuous authentication processes for multiple activities, as proposed in [1] .
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